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Dear Friends:
On behalf of the Board of Directors of Corporate Social Responsibility
Action Center –CentraRSE- (Spanish acronym), we present our second
publication on entrepreneurial success cases entitled: “GOOD LABOUR
PRACTICES IN GUATEMALAN AGRIBUSINESS ”.
In this new publication, we have collected a series of cases of good
practices on human management under corporate social responsibility
criteria within the value chain of companies pertaining to four different
agribusiness productive sectors in Guatemala, that have been working
strongly over the past twenty years on ways to improve their compliance
levels, as well as exploring new options, strategies and politics to create
dignified and decent work conditions in different areas of the country were
the following products are grown: sugar, coffee, palm oil and broccoli. It is
important to mention that the entrepreneurial perspective on these sectors
is seen within the new framework of the 2015 UN Sustainable Development
Goals.
After analyzing these cases it makes us think of how, during the past few
years, CSR has made a turn towards sustainability showing us a platform
where the CSR trend of thought that began as an outdated philosophy (fair
price) and that within time transformed into a philanthropic practice for
companies (social assistance) and that today has become what we know as
a fundamental tool for competitiveness, sustainability and the survival of
companies in complex environments such as ours, as well as an unsurpassed
evidence of a sustainable commitment and investments that companies
have made to create share value for society in the search of common
solutions before the complex social challenges we face.
Also, it is clear how social responsibility has transformed, in a valuable way,
as a competitive variable of worldwide recognition that favors a government
environment that is favorable for all sectors. A success factor in business,
that is conjugated with the ethical commitment of modern businesses with
society that are supported by contemporary patterns of public policies that
understand and favor this phenomenon. A business leading on social

responsibility, allows for a better-informed business decision making, builds
loyalty and trust with groups of interest, strengthens corporate trademark
and image, and contributes, quantitatively, to long-term corporate profitability,
and why not say, to the own country’s sustainability.
These business sustainability principles are part of our 2016-2020
institutional strategy, as an important subject of work for our Corporate
Social Responsibility –CSR- initiatives, which we are currently working on
with different business groups and sectors that which make up a country´s
productivity. Part of the aspiration and mission of our organization is also to
become an opening window of the best entrepreneurial practices in CSR
and company sustainability in the country and this, is the purpose of this new
book. .
This constructive approach is what inspires us to continue believing that
companies and business sectors that work and are integrate on values, laws
and sustainability are those that last over time and that will make a better
country for future generations.
Let us take these examples as ideas, as role models and criteria that may
be replicated. All that is good may become a culture of ethics, responsibility
and solidarity. In this regard, let us continue to build a Guatemala where
business is a key player for development, peace and social responsibility as a
business culture.
Kind Regards,

Ing. Álvaro Enrique Ruíz
Chairman Board of Directors CentraRSE

Share our positive entrepreneurial experiences:
Our institutional commitment in CentraRSE
In Guatemala, Corporate Social Responsibility is advancing and growing
steadily towards the consolidation of a responsible management system,
based on legal compliance, ethics and respect of fundamental human
rights, as well as the international requirements and standards set out in
trade agreements and global market demands, aiming at a responsible
entrepreneurial competitiveness in this country.
We at CentraRSE, have been faithful witnesses of how this business
culture has substantially been permeated in domestic and foreign businesses
that operate in Guatemala. These companies work under these principles
voluntarily, proactively and with a strong commitment to improve their
practices on critical issues for the country’s entrepreneurship. Some of
these issues are; the eradication of child labour and the guarantee of
workers labour rights, and more complex issues such as the management
and use of water, carbon footprint calculator and impact, as well as practices
on the elaboration of sustainability reports based on complex international
methodologies, such as Global Reporting Initiative –GRI- standards.
LAs our mission states, we have the chance to accompany corporations
to “Adopt and transmit a culture of social responsibility that guarantees their
sustainability”, and this has made us commit even more to continuing
promoting this way of doing business in Guatemala. In accordance with our
2016-2020 strategic plan, we are privileged to be able to develop projects
that may systematize good CSR practices, thus disseminating entrepreneurial
experiences that visualize assertive and positive actions on different issues
on the country’s sustainability agenda, and that also offer a compendium of
replicable cases for companies. We aim to add to these experiences and in
some way, expand and multiply corporate social responsibility as a
management and competitiveness tool for the country.

This publication is precisely that, an opportunity to systematize entrepreneur
examples of responsible practices in the Guatemalan agribusiness sector,
with a strong focus on labour practices.
For more than two years, this sectorial approach has been the organization’s
new project, beginning an important task of coordinating and working with
different groups and business associations. We are aware that this is how we
can permeate in a better way the concept of CSR within the company and
move forward building relevant and specific work programs for the
entrepreneurial sector in the country. It is because of this analysis that the
selected cases have as a fundamental axis compliance on labour issues:
dignified conditions and decent work, eradication of child labour,
occupational safety and health, human development and social investment.
In conclusion, I would like to specially thank the companies, sectors, and
the Chamber of Agriculture for the support given in providing the
documentation for the cases presented in this publication. Also, I would like
to thank the companies, which through their interest in learning more on
good entrepreneurial practices are motivated to implement them and begin
the transformation of their entrepreneurship.
There is still so much to do in the Country regarding CSR, but we have
embarked on the task… these practices are an example of this! I invite you
to continue promoting CSR, to disseminate positive and good ideas and
initiatives taken by businesses, and to join us in building a better Guatemala
through more ethical, responsible and compromised companies with
human, economic and social development. Saludos cordiales,

Lic. Juan Pablo Morataya
Executive Director CentraRSE
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PROLOGUE
by PhD. Janio Rosales
Institutional Impact Manager –CentraRSE

The development of Corporate Social Responsibility (CSR) has increased in the recent years, and
it is evident with the management models, company practices and social investment of companies
with different sizes, course of business and geographical situation.
In today’s entrepreneurial activity CSR is a relevant element. In this regard, there is a classification
that is being structured that is associated with traditional management models with a new
humanistic approach that joins the prevailing necessity to create value for shareholders and the
different groups of interest of modern society. This speaks about an entrepreneurial economy that
guarantees the sustainability of profits, based on pillars of ethical, open, transparent and innovative
actions as crosscutting areas of competitiveness.
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Today, in the 21st Century CSR represent the best answer of the private sector to the great
challenges of the modern world. As the global agenda stresses, sustainable development is the
passage between sustainable oriented models, shared value and impact mitigation. Internally, the
role of Guatemalan companies and sectors, as social agents, represents continuous efforts and
commitments to implement under their business strategy, compliance of legal instruments, impact
mitigation, operational resiliency and improvement in the performance of business practices, using
a management system that is logically sustained under economic, environmental and social results
that are the Triple Bottom Line for them.
However, CSR does not offer common recipes or homogenous solutions for all companies, but
rather present models that allow them to adapt to the size, business line, domestic structure and
external necessities, hence it is ideal to have an integral and progressive system that allows each
company to design the most efficient model to respond their needs.
Nevertheless, companies and their corresponding sectors need a similar horizon, within the
framework of the global agenda of sustainability and the particular institutional dynamics of each
country. Within this roadmap, companies that are socially responsible shall understand that their
development shall also take into account the different expectations of stakeholders with which they
interact, which allows them to improve their business practices oriented to job creation and
operational efficiency. However, it is important to define the role of the companies and other actors
Good Labour Practices
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such as public powers and institutions, citizens and NGO’s, to mention a few, because the social
dynamics of today call on co-responsibility, on the understanding that CSR shall have a shared
rationale starting from the scope of action and particularity of each stakeholder.
Everyday there are more scientific and academic efforts to fully understand the traceability of
these responsible practices from a longitudinal perspective, that benefit the long-term
sustainability of companies and societies.
Within this scenario, Centrarse presents, in alliance with the Guatemalan Chamber of
Agriculture –CAMAGRO, from its Spanish acronym- the second publication titled: “The best
cases of socially responsible practices within the labor, education and human rights framework
of the agricultural sector” that collects eighteen cases of four sectors: sugar, coffee, palm-oil and
broccoli.
In this document, the reader shall find an organized and systematized correlate of strategic
social investment projects that take into account strict law compliance, ethical management,
best labor practices and innovative education projects, all of these emphasizing on the
mainstreaming of human rights as a fundamental issue for the sustainability model of Guatemalan
entrepreneurs.
The idea of this publication is to be able to reference examples that may be replicated by
companies that are committed with sustainable development of the country, hoping that these
practices may inspire them to join these efforts.
As a referential framework that highlights the economic and social impact of these sectors, in
the following section, a macro sectorial analysis has been set out to illustrate their contributions
to the country.
On behalf of the Board of Director, we very much appreciate the commitment of these sectors
and companies that have participated in this project. Also, we are grateful with the Chamber of
Agriculture for supporting this research effort. We would also like to make known, on behalf of
our organization, that we accept the challenge to work in order to improve competitiveness of
a responsible productive sector and to contribute on the sustainable development of Guatemala,
promoting a culture of social responsibility that guarantees life conditions for existing and future
generations.
Good Labour Practices
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Guatemala lives in a time of changes and transformations. Such transformations have raised
the necessity to refocus the roles of the private and public sector, as well as the necessity to
have an active citizenship. While there has been in the past few years a stable macroeconomic
behavior, there are economic and social challenges we shall continue to face, which require
collaboration and co-responsibility of the different actors within the system. Social indicators
are a clear sign of the level of integral development a country has; and in accordance with these
numbers, the overall pictures shows lags in equity, chronic malnutrition and security, among
other indicators.
As it is may be inferred, the social indicators are like a thermometer that allows to evaluate the
broad picture, in relation with the level of development achieved. Guatemala is among the
countries that report a medium human development level (United Nations Human Development
Report), ranked 125 with an indicator of 0.628.
In addition, the levels of poverty (over 50% of the population), particularly in rural areas are
high. Guatemala is one of the countries with the highest levels of chronic malnutrition, in
accordance with the United Nations Children´s Fund (UNICEF).
The last relevant factor to measure our situation is composed by two indicators that measure
the political system: the transparency international corruption perceptions index and the global
peace index. The measuring of transparency ranks Guatemala in the last positions, between 115
and 175, which represents significant backwardness.
With the previous data, it is possible to think about ways to do business, the role of business
sector as drivers for sustainable development and the great challenges companies must face to
elevate their profitability in an environment full of social, political and economic competitiveness
constrictions, such as:
Good Labour Practices
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•

Macroeconomic stability is not synonymous of a favorable
business climate. Profitable companies in societies with a
low development index cannot be competitive in the long
run, even less in a demanding international environment.

•

Economic development is not enough to achieve social
progress; in order to achieve this, it is necessary to have a
convergence of solid and attractive economies, as well as
highly productive and profitable companies, that allow
societies to develop them equitably and with education
possibilities focused on health and efficient public goods.

•

To achieve this, the State shall act as guarantor of the
model; the companies, as economic and social agents
may become the greatest promoters of the shared value,
but this model will not function if society does not become
responsible.

•

Among the framework of the Post 2015 Sustainable
Development Agenda, proposed by United Nations (UN),
Guatemala, as part of this initiative, must face these social
scourges with a multi-sectorial and participatory approach.
In this new architecture of the global development agenda,
companies are called to become major drivers and
promoters of economic and social development of their
countries, by the creation of wealth, quality jobs and
economic competitiveness. Within their framework for
action and management, Corporate Social Responsibility
becomes a tool to create shared value and to maintain
their social license to operate (SLO).

•

Each time it becomes more complex to build value. Clients
and consumers, as well as communities, are everyday
more informed and become demanding in regards to
entrepreneurial practices. This level of knowledge and
commitment demands higher levels of ethical behavior
and responsibility from companies, which results in higher
levels of compliance with social and environmental
requirements, through regulations, seals and standards that
are widely audited.
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The positive outtake of Corporate Social Responsibility
(CSR), that is multi-dimensional, may assist companies
from different perspectives, from image and trademark,
customer loyalty, attracts investment, mitigates impacts
and costs not budgeted, as well the improvement of
relations among the main stakeholders. In summary,
an integral and responsible management is profitable,
sustained and efficient. If it is strategic, it will never be
risky to focus on social investment.

All these constrictions point to the importance to have a
system, instruments, protocols and documenting success
cases that allow companies to adapt to change and be key
players.
Therefore, it represents an opportunity for
organizations that can anticipate, offer response to this
scenario and emerging needs that may arise.
In this context we come across with this publication that
intends to provide companies with strategic referential
information to highlight the sustained commitment
companies and sectors have undertaken, as part of their
social return and value creation for society.
An interesting fact of the methodology to collect
information of the cases has been the direct participation of
each sector and companies, through exchange of
information, criteria, comprehension of social responsibility
and an outlook to implement with their own dynamics,
either by their geographical, social cultural o timeline
situation.
The following info graphics share information and
indicators on impact and relevance each sector represents
economically and socially, in relation with the GDP, job
creation, production, influence areas and destination of the
products: coffee, sugar, broccoli, palm-oil.

Good Labour Practices
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coffee
Agriculture is vital for Guatemala, it influences
your economic well-being and feeds your family.

coffee

2.8%gdp

of green coffee
per hectare

quintals of
green coffee

PRODUCTION 2015

PRODUCTIVITY

432.7

20/22

departments
produce coffee

14.7quintals

4.08 MILLION

10%

THOUSAND
JOBS

MARKETS

increase of domestic
consumption

UNITED STATES

43%

JAPAN

14%

CANADA

10%

Us$ 668
MILLION
IN FOREIGN
CURRENCY

88% of the production are hard and strictly hard bean coffees

SUGAR CANE
Agriculture is vital for Guatemala, it influences
your economic well-being and feeds your family

SUGAR CANE

2.6%gdp
95%
is grown in the
departments of
Escuintla and
Suchitepequez

77

27.4 Million
TONS
PRODUCTION 2015

THOUSAND
direct JOBS

29.7

26.6%

THOUSAND

INCREASE OF
DOMESTIC
CONSUMPTION

sugar cane cutters

MARKETS

direct and indirect
JOBS

385

THOUSAND

CHINA

17.8%

KOREA

12.7%

CHILE

8.7%

Us$ 637.5
millon
IN FOREIGN CURRENCY

Third place in global productivity
Main producer of alcohol in Central America

PALM-OIL

Agriculture is vital for Guatemala, it influences
your economic well-being and feeds your family

PALM-OIL

1%gdp
91.8%

is grown in the
departments of
Petén, Izabal,
Escuintla and
Alta Verapaz

99%

430 bILLION
TONS

HUMAN
CONSUMPTION

PRODUCTION 2015

25

thousand

Us$ 400
millon

direct jobs

IN FOREIGN
CURRENCY

125

thousand
indirect jobs

markets
mexico

66%

NETHERLANDS

24%

el salvador

9%

EXPORT VEGETABLES
(PEA, BROCCOLI, GREEN BEANS )

Agriculture is vital for Guatemala, it influences
your economic well-being and feeds your family.

VEGETABLES

0.05% gdp

.7 MILLION
TONS
PRODUCTION 2015

20.8

81%
is grown in the
departments of
Chimaltenango,
Sacatepequez and
San Marcos

THOUSAND

Us$ 240
millon
IN FOREIGN
CURRENCY

jobs

markets
UNITED STATES
europE
centrAL américa
Peas are the 8th main agribusiness
Broccoli, Second main supplier
Grean bean, ninth main supplier

SUCCESS
STORIES
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SUGAR
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coffee

Education for
the new generation
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ERA Program (Active Rural School)
Agrícola Café de Medio Día, S.A.
There are 794,951 inhabitants in the Department of San Marcos. Specifically, 4.5% of this population
lives in the Municipality of El Tumbador, that represents 35,772 inhabitants. According to the
Presidential Secretariat on Planning and Programming –SEGEPLAN, (Spanish acronym) 80% of the
population lives in poverty, which is genuinely distressing.
Good Labour Practices

coffee
There are limited opportunities for
personal growth because there is not much
access to elementary and high schools.
This demotivates young people that seek
opportunities and have to limit themselves
to survival.
We know that without education it is
difficult to face the challenges of today’s
world, reason why Agrícola Café de Medio
Día, S.A., which is a coffee farm, has taken
this situation very seriously and has given
significant importance to the elementary
education of their workers children, in
addition in organizing activities where
parents and children participate together.
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Mothers prepare daily snacks for the
students of this educational establishment
with food that the farm provides with. This
school was established before this company
began operations in 2012; however, since
then, with the assistance of FUNCAFE, the
service provided to families has improved
and expanded.
The motivation is to contribute with the
improvement of the community’s quality of
life, and the support provided by FUNCAFE
has been crucial in achieving this since,
through them, agricultural enriching
activities have been carried out in parallel,
such as sowing and maintenance of crops
for their homes.

Good Labour Practices

In 2016, FUNCAFE organized a reading
competition that was very exiting for children. It
was really fun to see them prepare with such
dedication for the competition!
It has been of great satisfaction to see how
students who have finished the 6th grade of
elementary school are later able to continue
their studies in high school in the school of the
neighboring farm, with whom they work in
close collaboration with a quota that Agrícola
Café de Medio Día provides so students are able
to continue their education.
Medio Día coffee farm is convinced that
education is a cornerstone for these young
adults to expand their opportunities and have a
better future. To see how these children
overcome barriers and how their parents face
life with more optimism is a huge satisfaction,
because there is no better reward than to see
your workers happy and with a family
environment of mutual support.
Education has been an enriching experience
and it has paid off with a positive impact on the
community. The collaborative participation and
work between parents, students, teachers and
the company has been essential in obtaining
good results. It is because of this, that today
they live in a better environment, working
together to offer a better future for the young
people of this community.

coffee
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Well-educated youngsters
USAID
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Italian Cooperation Agency
efico foundation

ANACAFÉ
Ministry of Education and coffee businesses
Guatemala has education problems that require special attention, such as the low coverage for
mid-level education, in particular eleventh and twelfth grade.
In response to this necessity, ANACAFE, through the Foundation for Rural Development of the
Coffee Sector -FUNCAFE (Spanish acronym)-, and in collaboration with the Italian Cooperation
Agency, USAID and the Ministry of Education, created in 2011 the first coffee school where students
obtain a high school diploma (baccalaureate) with a certificate in coffee growing.
Good Labour Practices
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The main objective of this educational project is to
provide young people of this rural area with additional
skills than those established in the national programs of
the Ministry of Education, by providing technical and
practical expertise on growing, administrating and
producing coffee, as a sustainable mean to achieve a
cost-effective and competitive agribusiness in today´s
global economy, that will bring them benefits for their
families, community and for the development of
Guatemala as a whole.
The success of the project depends on offering
youngsters, educational opportunities, through key
indicators:
•

Coverage: Opening of coffee schools in several
regions for youngsters to have easy access.

•

Retention: The baccalaureate is a two-year program
on a flexible basis, which is adequate for the interests,
necessities and context of the students.

•

Promotion: Youngster graduate with a clear projection
for the future.

•

Employability: Formación especializada de jóvenes
con competencias empresariales para fortalecer una
agroindustria rentable y competitiva.
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•

To increase coverage when opening new
schools in all coffee regions in the country.

•

To increase up to 90% the retention of students.

•

To have 100% of students graduate.

•

To achieve 100% of employability.

These coffee schools are based on a
teaching method that respond to interests,
necessities and context of students. There
are alternatives that add value to the quality
of public education and offers opportunities
to the young people of the rural areas,
linking the development of human capital
with the labor market, specifically for the
coffee sector.

coffee

The goals are:
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Regarding the academic sector, the program is easily replicable in other coffee regions, since there
is a systematized methodology that has been approved and certified by the Ministry of Education, and
that has also been satisfactorily accepted by coffee communities and by the companies who are hiring
those who have graduated allowing local population of the communities to get involved.
To ensure that the program be sustainable, it is necessary to create public-private alliances, because
the operational cost is high, taking into consideration that the priority is to maintain high quality
education. In addition to the interagency operations, this project is presented to those interested in
sponsoring the underprivileged youth.
success story:
Ingrid Marisol Escalante Velásquez, who is 19 years old, lives in Aldea Santo Domingo Huicá, La
Libertad, Huehuetenango. She obtained her high school diploma (baccalaureate) with a certificate
in growing coffee. Today, Ingrid works at the Cooperativa Agrícola Integral San José El Obrero R.L.
as a Specialist Technitian in Coffee and is studing Agronomical Engineering with an emphsis on
Environmental Issues in the Rural University of Guatemala.
The work Ingrid does at the cooperative is to provide technical assistance to the 444 associates.
She visits each coffee plot, verifies and monitors the management and implementation of best agronomic
practices in the crops, as well as an adequate management of plagues and diseases that affect the
coffee plantations. Also, in addition to her job, she promotes demonstration plots for an exchange of
experiences among associates, with the purpose of complying certification and seal standards such
as UTZ Certified, Starbucks, Rainforest Alliance and FLO, since all the plots of the associates are certified.

Good Labour Practices
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Success in education
Private Co-ed Rural School
Agrícola San Agustín las Minas, S.A.
San Agustín las Minas farm is a productive unit of coffee located
in the Municipality of Villa Canales, Department of Guatemala. For
generations, it has had a definite social awareness spirit, giving each
of its employees, unity, harmony, social skills and education,
through several cultural, social, religious and sport programs.

37
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In 1957, when the current owner bought the farm, there was already an
educational center established there, but only covered the first three years
of elementary school. The idea then, was, that children would continue
their studies, beginning on the fourth grade, in an educational center in the
neighboring town, but this was not always easy. Parents did not send their
children to school, wasting the opportunity of free education.
38
With time, the educational advances were evident; for example, beginning
in 2005, parents were informed that school attendance for children would
be mandatory in any educational center, in or outside the farm. Currently,
the school has many levels of education that meet the needs and academic
development of employees. The school now has kindergarten, complete
elementary levels and accelerated education programs for adults.
At the beginner´s level, with the Coffee Kindergarten program, activities
that develop motor skills, needed previously for reading and writing are
implemented. This program is practiced with children between the ages of
4 and 7 years old, so they can develop the basic skills needed to enter the
first grade of elementary school, helping them integrate, adapt and assure
permanence in school and to help to avoid repeating grades or desertion.

Good Labour Practices
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At the elementary level, school aged children, become a part of the Ministry of Education system,
following the norms of registry, certification and development of skills in accordance with the National
Base Curriculum, with activities of the Active Methodology from the programs given by FUNCAFÉ. This
methodology develops 12 elements that go from the establishment of a school government, teams,
learning corners, lectómetro (to measure reading skills), and reinforcement in areas with productive
projects.
Teenagers and adults, who, for different reasons could not continue with their studies, have an
opportunity to continue with an extracurricular method, with the accelerated education program for
adults, with a schedule and learning activities that meet all the educational entrepreneurship
requirements. Young adults that enroll in this program continue their studies following their work
interests and are motivated to continue at other educational levels.
As part of a complete educational process, parents and teachers are trained in relevant issues to
maintain a current educational methodology. To achieve this, they attend workshops in family
communication, self-esteem, gender equality, human relations, sexual and reproductive health, family
planning, maternal breastfeeding and nutrition.
All school expenses are sponsored by the farm, including teacher salaries, books, field trips, etc.
Parents only pay GTQ50.00 per year for each child.
The success of this Private Co-ed School of San Agustín Las Minas, depends greatly on parents
commitment, because they become partners in supporting their children´s education.
For the current owners of the farm, the school is a way of identifying an icon of development, in
which generations of responsible children, young people and adults are formed, who maintain their
families with a continuous level of progress.
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Tailored-made for
the little ones
Coffee Kindergarten
FUNCAFÉ

41

Coffee Kindergarten, a program by FUNCAFÉ, is a school
preparation program that began in 2011, as an effective strategy
to prevent child labor within the coffee farms and communities
in the coffee sector during harvest time. In this process, farm
owners and community leaders, contact the special education
staff at FUNCAFÉ to implement readiness centers.

Good Labour Practices
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This program is designed for the children of employees that harvest
coffee, from ages 4-7, to develop reading skills and capacities, learn good
school habits, assure enrollment and continuity in the first grade of
elementary school, help in the adapting of preschoolers to an educational
environment and help parents learn of the importance of education in their
children versus their participation in economic activities. The education of
preschoolers is a decisive factor for the comprehensive development of a
person. If a child is given the proper attention and support during their
infancy it will be a determining factor for his whole development.
The educational program of the Rural Development Foundation,
FUNCAFÉ (Spanish acronym), is based on a cultural educational model, with
active teaching processes that focus on the student, on their social and
natural environment. It is an alternative for change that contributes to a
better quality of education at a national level, training children at a preschool
age in places where pre-elementary education is not available.
The program is part of the country’s commitment to eliminate child
labour and of the interest of the Guatemalan coffee sector to produce
coffee free of child labour.
The content and methodology is designed considering the child´s age
and developmental level, their needs and interest, and promoting skills and
abilities that will prepare them for reading and writing, which will make it a
success for them when enrolling in the first grade of elementary school.
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In addition to receiving support in education, children in these Coffee
Kindergarten centers also receive nutritional support. While they have a
healthy snack, they are taught on the importance of drinking safe water
with the use of water filters, and they are also given an evaluation of their
weight and height to measure their development. International organizations
consider the school snack as something of great importance in the aid to
a good learning and in the overall performance of the students.
Implementing school nutrition has been proven to help in many indicators
such as infant deaths, chronic malnutrition and academic performance in
preschoolers and early childhood. The employees who receive assistance
through this program have experimented higher performance in their work,
while their children develop motor skills that will contribute in their overall
development.
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Since the beginning of the program
children have been benefitted in the
Guatemala. Every year there has been
centers that implement this program,
number of children that participate.

in 2011, 5,075
rural areas of
an increase in
therefore, the

There are currently 158 schools, and during 2016, 70%
of these centers worked with the Coffee Kindergarten
program, benefitting 1,516 children. It is expected that for
the year 2020, 100% of schools that are part of FUNCAFÉ,
will introduce this program, which will result in 3,160
children that are labour free each year.
It is expected that on a long term, as there are more
educational services that will shape people with a better
school performance, it will allow for a better labor
insertion in agribusiness, which meets objective number
twelve in sustainable development, in relation to
responsible consumption.
The success of the Coffee Kindergarten program is
evident, in communities where it has been introduced,
100% of child labour in coffee farms has been prevented
during harvest time.
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•

Participation on reading competitions at regional level and readiness
to enroll in first grade of elementary school

•

Higher percentages in school attendance and continuity in
academic programs.

•

Higher percentage in participation in school programs for parents

•

The program has been replicated in other municipalities, in number
of centers and students

coffee

Indicators based on achievement:

This program has as its main mission the prevention and elimination
of child labour and promoting the continuity in school attendance for
children in a formal educational system. The success will be seen when
goals and accomplishments of school retention indicators, of prevention,
school insertion, parent participation and opening of new centers in
other coffee sectors have been met.
One of the advantages of this program is that it can easily be
replicated in other coffee producing communities, because it has a
systematic methodology, endorsed by the Ministry of Education of
Guatemala. Furthermore, it is low-cost and has been satisfactorily
accepted in coffee communities. The program also involves local
personnel, to include cultural relevance. Finally, it responds to the
terms and interest of the Ministry of Labour, in respect to child labour
and the education and recreational rights of children.

Good Labour Practices
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Education that transcends
Mixed Rural Private School Finca Huixoc
Agrícola Huixoc, S.A.
Early childhood education is crucial. During this stage, children develop and carry out cognitive,
affective, social and motor skills that are the basis for their future.
For Finca Huixoc education has been and will continue to be a priority because this is how they
understand the importance of human formation. All this is what motivated the opening of the Mixed
Rural Private School Finca Huixoc, which receives the necessary attention and resources to complete
its full operability and for the integral development of the children that attend.
Good Labour Practices
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The annual investment for this project is approximately GTQ. 82,000.00. Both farms provide 100%
of the school supplies and a nutritious snack for all twenty-six boys and girls that attend classes from
January to October.
A Coffee Kindergarten center was implemented during the months of November and December
of 2016, as a strategy to prevent child labor and provide adequate attention to children, in particular
during coffee harvest time.
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The school was founded in the 60’s, when José Olivio Chávez noticed the need children of the
farm’s workers who had no access to a nearby school that could offer them education. At the very
beginning they only had one classroom where the different grades were taught. It was in 2009 when
the school was relocated to the main house of El Injertal farm, that is a co-sponsor. In this new
location, there are several classrooms and space for a school library. It operates under the modality
of a “multi-grade school”. For now, there are two professors that teach all elementary school
subjects.

café
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The school began receiving support from
FUNCAFE in 2010, which has been crucial
for its development. Teachers receive
regular training that keeps them motivated
in their educational work. The teaching
methodology is to accompany students,
which has increased student’s school
attendance
and
retention.
Also,
environmental education has been added
to the school curriculum.
Thanks to those involved in the
development of the project, students of
this school have significantly improved
their reading performance; and this resulted
in them obtaining the first places in a
reading competition at the municipal level,
where speed, fluency and comprehension
were measured.
As part of the comprehensive project,
parents assist to the workshops of the
School for Parents Program. Some of the
monthly subjects taught are nutrition,
health and hygiene, safe water, prevention
of child labor and care for the environment,
among others.
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Since 2015, the Mixed Rural Private
School Finca Huixoc sponsors the
education of students that have graduated
from six grade of elementary school, so
they can attend a school that provides high
school level education in the village of
Huixoc and this way continue with their
studies.
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Los Andes
Private Rural
Co-ed School
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Los Andes Farm
Located on the Los Andes private natural reserve, in the Municipality
of Santa Bárbara, Department of Suchitepéquez; on the outskirts of the
Atitlán Volcano. It is an area where agriculture, human development and
natural conservation all come together in a harmonious and sustainable
way for all generations, present and future.
Good Labour Practices

In the past 10 years, with help from FUNCAFE and
Agrosalud, they developed new and better educational
and health plans. The administration of Private Natural
Reserve of Los Andes understood the need to improve and
modify the classrooms. They built a playground, a
basketball court and improved the soccer field.
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In 1995, Colibrí School was born with the purpose of
giving preschool education to children between the ages of
3 and 6 years old, and help the parents by giving them a safe
place to leave their children while they worked in the fields.
This place allowed many children to become acquainted
with each other, receive early stimulation and an opportunity
to have a better diet because in school they received a snack
prepared based on a nutritional plan.
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During the 1980´s the current partners bought the
natural reserve, which had a school where approximately
thirty students received elementary education. However,
because of the educational needs they found, the new
partners decided to reinforce the school project, since
they consider ending illiteracy fundamental for new
generations to come, which will be vital in creating better
life conditions and personal development.

café
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In 2004, there was the need to create a school to cover middle and high school
grades and technical studies and it opened with twelve students. Currently, twenty-five
young adults and adults have graduated from freshman year and ten have received their
high school diplomas. The center is endorsed by the Guatemalan Institute for Radio
Education, IGER (Spanish acronym).
During the period between 2010 and 2013, technicians of INTECAP gave carpentry
courses as part of the technical working programs for youngsters.
Courses during vacations were created, with the purpose of preventing and eradicating
child labour during coffee harvest time, and also FUNCAFE’s program Coffee
Kindergarten was implemented to improve and systematize education for the children
of temporary and permanent employees. While in this program, all the students are
given a healthy breakfast, snack and lunch.
With these programs school attendance has risen to a 100% of compliance at both
levels, elementary and high school.
As a contribution to a comprehensive education, the administration of Private Natural
Reserve Los Andes have promoted social exchange programs in school with foreign
university students coming from the cities of Maryland and Cincinnati, United States of
America. During this exchanges, several activities are planned with the students, such as
painting the school, games and sports, activities that strengthen their self-esteem and
world vision, by sharing with people of other nationalities, cultures and religions.
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The objective of this project is to quality educational coverage that benefits most of
the population. To achieve this, it has been necessary to work closely with parents to
promote self-sufficiency, health, education and gender equality.
The transition from a memory-based education to a more comprehensive-based one,
which is shown in their school moto: “Learn, achieve and share” has been fostered.
One important project in the school is the vegetable garden and the laying hens farm
that since 2009, has become the place where children carry out their interactive events
and learn mathematics, learn about the environment, agriculture and poultry farming in
general.
Both micro-enterprises are a source of food for the nutritious diet offered at the
school. Some of the products from the vegetable garden and the farm are used for the
school, others are sold to create income that allow the project to become selfsustainable.
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The school requires a yearly investment of approximately GTQ210,000 which are
distributed on teacher´s salaries, a health promotor, food, uniforms, school supplies,
equipment and school maintenance.
With the education development of the community, fundamental achievements and
important changes in the life conditions of the inhabitants, have been reached. This has
generated employment opportunities that make a positive economic impact on their
homes.
With much satisfaction, it has been seen that students take advantage of the knowledge
learned in school and use it in their everyday lives. This way, they achieve the objectives
that fill them with joy, such as the victories in the regional reading championships
promoted by FUNCAFÉ. Some high school graduates work in the farm. It is also a source
of joy to see a good number of students from freshman year, carpenters that finished
technical courses, and students that went on and got their university degrees.
Good Labour Practices
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SUGAR
STORIES
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GOOD LABOuR
PRACTICES
guatemalan sugar association asazgua
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In the framework of the daily activities of ASAZGUA and the sugar mills who are members of the
association, it has become evident that international organizations consider the private sector as part
of the one of those responsible for sustainable development. An example of this is the change from
Millennium Development Goals to the Sustainable Development Goals set by the United Nations,
which involve the private sector more. Within the international standards that ASAZGUA has adhered
its work principals to are the Guiding Principles on Companies, Human Rights and the United Nations
Global Pact.
Sugar in Guatemala has characterized, before different actor in the country, for its commitment with
national development. For many years, it has anticipated on international tendencies on sustainability
by adopting company practices and policies in benefit of people, communities, employees, the
environment and the business as such.
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The sector´s initiatives, however, base themselves on the full compliance of national laws, in
particular the ones concerning labor, environmental and economic issues. The associations and the
sugar mill policies adapt completely to national legislations.
The efforts to make sustainable adjustments on productive processes in the sector began in 1990,
at the sugar mills, for which it was necessary to transform and close the gaps between what was
usually done and what had to be done, according to the country´s legal framework. The efforts were
strengthened in 2002, through the development of association policies that reinforce the collective
relations and allow social and economic development for all.
The association policies follow, when applicable, the national legislation. They were developed to
guarantee dignified and decent work conditions, but also, safe and healthy conditions for all its
employees.
All the sugar mills that are part of ASAZGUA, comply with the provisions of the Labour Code, such
as benefits, minimum wages, housing at no cost, social security coverage, balanced diet, work
schedules, etc. However, the efforts have gone further, services for sugar cane cutters have been
given, such as living quarters, recreational areas, medical attention, etc.
Sugar cane companies are committed with people and their development. In all the sugar mills the
need for the education of children is understood, as a condition for national development. Therefore,
many of the mills, have instituted schools and study centers near the sugar mills to facilitate the
educational services for workers and their children.
The sugar sector in Guatemala that comes together in ASAZGUA, has also prevented and eliminated
child labor under the established regulations of the labor policy. The recruitment of collaborators is
direct (company-worker) and requires them to be of legal age to be hired. The policy of Cero Child
Labor has had such impact that beginning on the 2012-2013 sugar harvest, external audits showed
that there was 0% child labor.
This agricultural sector has committed with the policy of the Chamber of Agriculture, Zero Infant
Labor: All boys and girls to School.
Occupational Safety and Health
The sugar mills that are members of ASAZGUA have committed with the complete care and health
of its employees. While at work, all employees are exposed to danger in all work executed, and have
a higher risk for occupational diseases or to suffer accidents. This may affect their quality of life and
family stability, and at the same time cause losses for the company, arisen from work absenteeism or
loss in quality production.

Good Labour Practices
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The sugar sector in Guatemala has drafted an Occupational Safety and Health Policy since 2012.
This process began with an internal assessment of the sugar mills associated with ASAZGUA and
support institutions that measure advances and identify opportunities for improvement. Also a course
was given to key actors in the execution of occupational safety to standardize knowledge and
practices.
Furthermore, the Ministry of Labor and Social Security published Governmental Agreement 2292014, which is aligned to the Occupational Safety and Health Policy of ASAZGUA.
This agreement was revised by the sugar sector at a two-day seminar to verify everything from
ASAZGUA’s policy was included. In this seminar representatives of all the sugar mills and support
institutions participated. The contributions, observations and guidelines were given to the Chamber
of Agriculture, to the National Council of Health, Hygiene and Occupational Safety (CONASSO, for
its Spanish Acronym). Later, they were taken into consideration and included in the governmental
agreement drafted by the Ministry of Labor.
The current Occupational Safety Policy of ASAZGUA establishes the control for occupational risks
and includes the legal requirements of Guatemala and those of the clients, through an Occupational
Safety and Health Management System that allows to create a culture of prevention.
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The companies that are part of ASAZGUA, take into consideration important values
in its corporate provisions, because they have understood the importance of human
development and growth of all people involved in the production process of sugar
cane. The CSR policies have been an internal effort of the sugar mills and a joint
effort through the association policies.
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Human Development and training
in the work place

Labor policies of ASAZGUA look to provide dignified and decent work conditions
during the sugar cane harvest. This is one of the association´s most relevant policies
and it complies with the national legislation and it is included in the Labour Code.
This policy looks after the physical and mental well being of employees, through
several initiatives. A balanced diet, recreational areas and permanent medical
attention are some of the additional services other than those established by law.
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SOCIAL PROGRAMS
FUNDACIÓN DEL AZÚCAR
Human capital formation as a development strategy to prevent
and eliminate child labor
By 2015, in Guatemala, the pre-school schooling gross rate was 64%, elementary 95%, but drops
abruptly and only 71% of teenagers who begin high school and only 38% attend a professional training
course1. Because there aren´t many schools and there is little support during the school year, only 69%
of students complete elementary school2. Generally, young people do not study because they must
work, and parents see more benefits on them helping the household economy. 3

Indicator	
Schooling
		
Gross Rate

Pre School	

Elementary

64.13%		

95.79%

High School	
71.47%		

63

Prof. Training
37.66%
3

1 http://estadistica.mineduc.gob.gt/anuario/2015/main.html
2 http://estadistica.mineduc.gob.gt/
3 http://estadistica.mineduc.gob.gt/anuario/2015/main.html
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Aside from the low rate in high school coverage, there is almost no options in professional training that
allows them to continue their studies. To this phenomenon, we must add the lack of training and
education of parents, which influences in the number of children per family and the difficulty to cover
their basic family needs.
Research indicates that causal factors of child labour may be from an economical factor to a cultural
one, and it is well known that parent´s education is basic in obtaining jobs that offer better economic
conditions.
The Sugar Foundation, FUNDAZUCAR, (Spanish Acronym), is the social arm of the sugar industry in
Guatemala and since 1990, has contributed with practices that improve the social indicators in the areas
influenced by sugar production, through an integral development intervention that includes the individual,
the family and the community. This is possible through programs that focus the attention on women,
teachers, community leaders, decision makers, school authorities and Municipalities, always with the
purpose of assuming responsibility for their roles in society.
We know that the first learning space for children is their home, with the teachings of a woman who
will instill in them values and principles that will be with them the rest of their lives, this is why FUNDAZÚCAR
has elaborated and implemented a women´s program that allows, first of all, education of values as an
important element:
•

To boost their self-esteem

•

To develop their knowledge

•

To identify themselves as persons who analyze, have good decision-making and participate actively
to improve social and economic conditions in their home.
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Mejores Familias (Better Families) program is an innovative model for self-management, promoted by
women who promote food safety and nutrition, SAN (Spanish Acronym). This is a program for women
during their reproductive years and children under five years of age. It provides education on issues that
are not part of a formal education system, such as self-care, nutrition, self-management and reproductive
health. Furthermore, it is focused on strengthening women´s knowledge and giving them the necessary
instruments to improve their quality of life, their families and the community. Therefore, it not only
prioritizes good child health, but it also makes emphasis on the family budget and education. This helps
parents realize the positive impact of education in their lives and the lives of their children.
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This way, women are aware that their children can seize opportunities they might have not had, and
prioritize the basic family needs as they take the role of responsible mothers where education is an
important foundation for a better quality of life.4

The second learning place for children is in school, which shall offer an attractive environment as well
as learning skills that will allow a child to enjoy while learning and that motivates them to finish with their
studies. This can only be achieved with teachers that are trained and keep themselves up-to-date; and
through inclusive methodologies awaken the interests of children and the desire in parents to have their
children attend school to have the opportunity of a better future.
FUNDAZÚCAR, for more than twenty-five years has developed training and updating program;
-“PROCAPs” (Spanish acronym) for more than 10,500 teachers in schools in the south coast. This
program strengthens the knowledge of teachers and improves children´s learning, assuring that they
stay in school and they change grades and therefore increasing the human capital that favors the
prevention of child labour.
ENSMI 2008-095 shows that the less of an education a woman has, there are earlier pregnancies.
In girls between ages of 15 and 24, 60% are already mothers. According to the National Registry of
Persons (RENAP), between January and March 2016, 687 births were registered to mothers between
15 and 17 years old. This information from the sexual and reproductive health observatory -OSAR-6
(Spanish acronym) documented 9,829 pregnant minors during the first trimester of 2016; situation
combined with organized crime, drug trafficking and assassinations, factors that have taken young
people as instruments to develop their criminal activities, because convictions for young people are
less than convictions for adults, therefore, they are easy targets for criminal groups. FUNDAZÚCAR
developed and implemented the Generation 15-30 program that constitutes the third environment for
learning with social importance. This project empowers young people to make assertive decision
making in order to exercise a responsible citizenship with a short, medium and long term vision.
This program offers training and informative tools for the development of a new generation with
habits, attitudes and values that will allow them to acquire integration capacities and responsible social
behavior, sufficiently informed to make decisions freely. The program also guides young people in the
creation of a life plan, establishing goals, prioritizing education as an element that will guarantee a
better quality of life, without losing their cultural identity.

4 End line of the evaluation of the Program Merjores Familias (Better Families) (complete report), Center for the investigation of health and
nutrition -CENSA-(Spanish acronym)
5 ENSMI 2008-2009
6 http://www.prensalibre.com/guatemala/comunitario/preocupacion-por-687-embarazos-de-nias-en-el-primer-trimestre-de-2016
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Social programs focus on the development of people, without creating umbilical cords, with no
paternalism, but guaranteeing, through human capital training, the construction of social capital, with
independent participants, trained and informed, so they can make assertive decisions. These provisions
are the basis for sustainability. However, FUNDAZÚCAR, has designed programs based on logical
framework methodology, focusing on the causes of problems, with a defined temporality, and an
application and ending profile for the participants.
During more than twenty-five years, programs have been implemented in a comprehensive way
with the following results:
•

More than 260,000 women have graduated the Better Families program. Seven of every ten,
comply with the end profile.

•

The Better Families program, during the 2012-2014 period, reduced malnutrition by seven
percent.7 During the 2014-2016 period, it was reduced by 11 percent in the highland regions.

•

Teachers in the areas where the program has been implemented, see an improvement in
retention, participation, permanence and promotion of the students.8

•

More than 10,500 teachers have been trained. Eight out of every ten, have improved their
performance, according to Procaps teacher profiling.

•

The achievement levels for students in reading and mathematics for the third and sixth grade is
10% over the national average, improving not only national coverage but the education quality in
classrooms9.

•

More than ten thousand trained youngsters in the Generation 15-30 program have a life plan.

•

High school teachers of participating schools list as achievements of the Generation 15-30
program, that teenagers have improved their self-esteem, have assertive communication, have a
life plan, there has been a reduction in pregnancies and involve themselves in responsible citizen
activities.
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7 End line of the evaluation of the Program Mejores Familias (Better Families), Center for the investigation of health and nutrition -CIENSA(Spanish acronym)
8 End line of the evaluation of the Program Mejores Familias (Better Families), Center for the investigation of health and nutrition -CIENSA(Spanish acronym)
9 Evaluation Report DIGEDUCA 2014. Ministry of Education.
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The key to success lies in implementing an ecological comprehensive model of the executed
programs, because they focus on serving causes with anthropological and sociological interventions
to bring behavioral change with in situ, validated, systematized and structural strategies, designed to
strengthen the Country, in partnership with local governments, including community leaders.

FUNDAZÚCAR PROGRAMS
RESULTS
Generational Achievements
15-30, Teacher´s perception
100%

100%

100%

83%
67%

67

Self-esteem
Demonstration

Assertive
communication
demonstration

The majority of
student have
a life plan

Awareness on
reduction of
pregnancies

Participation in
activities of
responsible
citizenship

SOURCE: Interview with Directors/Teachers of participating establishments, Technical Unit and Technical
Administrative Liaisons
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FUNDAZÚCAR PROGRAMS
RESULTS
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FUNDAZÚCAR PROGRAMS
RESULTS
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MODERNIZING EMPLOYEES
GUARANTEE DEVELOPMENT AND
SUSTAINABLE SOCIAL CAPITAL
HUMAN DEVELOPMENT AND TRAINING AT THE WORKPLACE
La Unión Sugar Mill
It is well known that the most valuable resource of a company is its people, this is why, La Unión
Sugar Mill has developed an initiative called Focus on People (Foco en Gente), which is based on the
professional development of its employees. To achieve this, induction, training and certification
programs at the workplace are implemented.
The certification of skills at the sugar mill guarantees that employees have the necessary technical
knowledge, which means, they know how to do their job, develop skills and abilities that guarantee
their performance and finally, to consolidate all the attitudes needed to identify and become
passionate for what they do.
The sugar industry has two main work seasons, one is harvesting and the other restoration time.
The Foco en Gente initiative was the result of the restoration time, where the lack of technical
knowledge of the personnel was evident. There has always been a program with different training
courses, but the model of certifying a working post is a very thorough idea where a “learning by
doing” technique allows employees to obtain their technical qualifications to do a better job and at
the same time obtain a formal education certificate from the educational system.
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No. OF EMPLOYEES

HOURS
REQUIRED

HOURS
IN ADVANCE

HOURS
OF TRAINING

74

262

131

9,694

120

230

115

13,800

Subprocess Supervisor in the
Sugar Industry

50

270

180 90

13,500

Supervisor or Infrastructure and
Maintenance

24

220

220

5,280

Instrumentalist

37

300

200

7,400

Electro mechanics

19

772

432

8,208

Professional sugarcane driver

143

256

120

17,160

Total

467

2,310

1,488

75,042

Welders
Mechanics

sugar

EXPERTISE

Table 1. Employees who in 2016 were part of the certification programs
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The main difficulty to begin the project was to establish the best moment that would allow the
employees to begin the training process for the certification. After careful analysis, it was determined
that from the months of June to September the official training period would be established.
On August 10, 2014, after an evaluation and diagnose process, the first module technical
certification process began for 153 employees at the industrial plant, learning the specialties of
welding and industrial mechanics.
The first class of employees to be certified graduated on October 2015, where 82% of the
participants completed the training process. The Sugar Mill authorities were there when the
certificates were handed. At the graduation ceremony, the families of the acknowledged employees
were invited.
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The program has expanded into other technical areas, such as professional sugarcane
instrumentalist and driver. Two new specialty areas have been developed, the creation of an
academic curriculum for an electro mechanic degree and the management career in the sugar
industry were established. La Unión Sugar Mill has created these two new careers, available for
everyone in the sugar industry, in partnership with the Technical Institute for Training, INTECAP
(Spanish acronym).
The number of participants in these certification processes has increased year after year. Currently,
467 employees are enrolled.
The partnership with INTECAP, has been a key factor, not only because they have the necessary
infrastructure, equipment, technical and professional qualifications, but also because they have
listened to and made their best efforts to contribute in the transformation of the needs of the training
on technical developmental programs at basic levels.
Good Labour Practices
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This initiative is sustainable because it contributes to the technical and professional development
of our employees, and it follows the politics of growth within the company, because every
certification is recognized as internal credits that later account for development towards other
working posts.
The formal education certificate given by INTECAP, is the first one for most of the employees that
has validity in the educational system of Guatemala.
This technical training guarantees a better work performance of the employees at their posts,
which contributes to a better quality of life for them and their families. The company has received
many benefits by having a higher productivity in their processes. This is how the initiative Foco en
Gente is being accomplished.
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RESPONSIBLE SUGAR
CANE SUPPLIERS
The scope of the social responsibility of companies does not limit itself anymore to only its
operations, because watching over the actions of its suppliers, throughout its value chain, has
become a critical challenge. The companies and their suppliers should strive to build a relationship
where a triple advantage is achieved: economic, social and environmental. This is the challenge that
Pantaleón and its sugar cane suppliers accepted, particularly Agroganadera Santiago Variedades, S.A.
Together, in this partnership, supported by CentraRSE and the Interamerican Development Bank
(IDB), they are committed to implement responsible entrepreneur practices.
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CRS in the value chain
Corporate social responsibility has transformed into a crosscutting and universal practice. Large and small companies must
assure the sustainability of their businesses and look after the
impact their actions have on the environment and the
communities around them. This tendency has created new
control mechanisms along their value chain. Large companies,
especially multinational companies, demand that their suppliers
follow their code of ethics and that includes their environmental
and social practicesi.
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The suppliers shall meet the standards established by the
Company, and at the same time, seek profitability. This, has
caused some strain between enforcement and profits; but it
shouldn´t be this way, because it is possible to promote profits
and social-environmental benefits simultaneously. This is what
the World Economic Forum calls a “triple advantage”ii.
Pantaleón is an agri-industrial organization, dedicated to the
processing of sugar cane, and recognizes the opportunity in
reaching this triple advantage through its small and medium
sized sugar cane suppliers in Guatemala, and assumes the
challenge of promoting a control mechanism in its value chain.
The opportunity opens for large companies that support
small and medium-sized enterprises (SME) to incorporate,
consciously, CSR practices that will allow them to grow
competitively, to create better life conditions for its employees
and their families and favor the efforts in replicating these good
practices, as part of their contribution to the country´s
sustainability.
Good Labour Practices

In 2014, the network INTEGRARSE, with the support of CentraRSE, launched a program by the
Interamerican Development Bank (IDB) in Guatemala called Responsible Chain Development. The
objective is to make competitiveness better and to create better market opportunities by implementing
CSR´s in small and medium enterprises, especially, the ones that are part of the value chain of large
corporations.
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Responsible chaining of sugar cane suppliers

In the three years that the program has been implemented, it has worked with twelve sugar cane
Pantaleón suppliers. With work teams and mechanisms shared by CentraRSE, the participants have
been able to strengthen their management axes to contribute with sustainability.
When CentraRSE learned of the need of Pantaleón to assure that the code of ethics and
responsibility standards were being followed by their sugar cane suppliers, they met with the sugar
cane Business Manager to encourage their participation in this program. Committed to transforming
its resources responsibly, Pantaleón joined in the initiative and committed themselves in finding
strategic suppliers with the same long term commitment. In 2014, the implementation of the
program began with four sugar cane suppliers, one of them was Agroganadera Santiago Variedades.

STAGES IN THE RESPONSIBLE CHAIN PROGRAM

•

Planning

•

•
•

•

•

•

Broadcasting on the
Responsibilities of
CSR to company
personnel
Counselling on
implement action
plans

•

•
•

Comparative Using
IndicaRSE SME tools
Comparative
Application
CalAmbSySo
Presentation of
general results
Follow-ups

Verifying

•

Training on the
Introduction to CSR
Verifying the
IndicaRSE for MSE´s
Assessment of
CalAmbSys
Evaluation of
implementation
feasibility
Assessment of
management boards
Development of
Action plans

Implementing

•
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Agroganadera
Santiago Variedades, S.A.
The invitation to participate in the program came at an appropriate time for this family business that
came to life with the vision of the family’s grandfather, now, one of the current Directors. His vision
motivated them to invest in sugar cane, cattle and rubber plantations in the Guatemalan South Coast.
Committed with their employees, they also invested in their homes and established the first social
responsibility policy, decent treatment and timely payment for their people. Currently, the company
is managed by a third generation, three brothers who took over the administration and recognize the
need to undertake projects that will define and improve the corporate governance of their company.
Under these circumstances, CentraRSE, Pantaleón and Santiago Variedades, have come together to
learn more of the three stages of the Responsible Chain Program. The first stage, Planning, introduces
the good CSR practices and carries out an assessment based on the ISO2600 standard, using the
IndicaRSE tool. With this methodology, they can identify and verify the CSR practices of the company,
as well as guide the elaboration of actions in the areas where improvements are needed.
When they saw the results, one of the Directors said: “We saw this as a challenge, and opportunity”.
Acknowledging that they needed to take as much from the opportunity, they implemented the
methodology in other companies that are part of their corporation and involved the whole company;
even the mother of the Directors participated in the training.
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Governance
• Code of ethics and conduct
• Mission and Vision
• Policies of illegal practices
• Declaration of free competition
• Plan for crises situations

Internal Audiences
• Child labor policies
• Employee dignity policies
• Retirement Survey

Environment
• Enforcement of environmental laws
• Environmental Manager
• Management of wastes

Marketing
83

• Client communication policies
• Customer service
• Claim reception problem

Communities
• Communication with communities

PUBLIC POLICIES
• Anti-bribe policy

Good Labour Practices
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Action plans
During the training sessions with a CentraRSE advisor, objectives
were established for the next session and special tasks were given
to each person, with this, a culture of accountability was created.
This way, they made a commitment to implement sixteen action
plans within their governance axes, internal audiences, environment,
marketing, public policies and community.
During the Implementing phase, CentraRSE technicians joined in
training the company employees to learn and understand the
action plans. At the beginning, they felt discouraged because their
scores on certain axes were low, but with the support of the
advisor, they realized that this happened because even though
actions were taken, they were not written, shown or communicated
to the employees. Therefore, they began to communicate the
vision and mission of the company in their offices and for Christmas
parties. Pilots and corporals were trained to spread the message
and to organize soccer games, where policies were discussed.
One of the directors identified the process as “living and socializing”
and other recognized “that it is a process that takes time”, but that
“each one is a step closer to finding improvements and verifiable
solutions”.
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Evaluation Results
AXES/AREA

IMPROVEMENT

GOVERNANCE

+ 15

INTERNAL AUDIENCE + 13
ENVIRONMENT

+ 22

SUPPLIERS

-

MARKETING

+ 60

COMMUNITIES

+ 14

PUBLIC POLICIES

+ 14

After communicating the policies, consistency processes were
generated through economic activities. For example, for several
years, waste and recycling was taken to a collection center, but
since then consistency records have been filed. This resulted in
profit, because scrap metal found in the farms was recycled and
used as income to replace the metal sheets in the roofs of the
office and employee homes. These changes motivated the
experience of the culture of recycling that they already had.

i. United Nations. 2012. Corporate Social Responsibility in Global Value Chains: Evaluation and Monitoring Challenges for Small and Medium
Sized Suppliers in Developing Countries. Geneva: United Nations. http://unctad.org/en/PublicationsLibrary/diaeed2012d3_en.pdf.
ii. World Economic Forum. (2015). Beyond Supply Chains: Empowering Responsible Value Chains. Retrieved fromhttp://www3.weforum.org/
docs/WEFUSA_BeyondSupplyChains_Report2015.pdf
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The result of all the efforts was an implementation of 100% on the sixteen action plans. This
process helped to self-evaluate the business practices identifying improvement opportunities
and systematized by documenting the way of doing business.
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Reaching the
triple advantage

The end results were presented to the sugar cane business team of Pantaleón and
CentraRSE. The advances were evident in the CSR axes. To measure progress, a final
evaluation using the IndicaRSE tool was implemented and was compared with the results of
the initial evaluation. In the final process, there was an improvement on all axes, except with
the suppliers.
For Pantaleón supporting its sugar cane suppliers in implementing practices of CSR has
been helpful in creating values through growth in earnings, cost reduction, branding,
reputation and impacting mitigation. The directors at Santiago Variedades explained the value
of the triple advantage to them and for Pantaleón: “If all the axes are aligned, the sugar cane
production is better, there is less stealing, the tasks are carried out, and production increases;
if people do things with integrity, there are always improvements.”
This improvement makes evident that responsibility through a value chain, not only focuses
on mitigating reputable risks, but structural changes need to be made for companies to earn,
maintain their competitive advantages and contribute.
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Education
is essential
Educational Centers, Pantaleón Foundation

In Guatemala, it is estimated that almost one million children, between the ages of 7 and
14 years old, are an active part of the labor force, and not all of them receive remuneration
for their work, which generally is in aid of their families. The largest number of cases where
children of school age work, occurs in the rural area.
Studies indicate that these children, work approximately forty-seven hours per week, more
than the working hours required from an adult according to Guatemalan legislation. This
number raises to fifty-eight labor hours for children who are not schooled.
Here at Pantaleón and Pantaleón Foundation, we have undertaken a commitment to
contribute with the sustainable development of Guatemala, to be a social responsible
company, that will promote a better quality of life for our employees and their families, as
well as the communities where we operate. We meet this objective by supporting education
through the Pantaleón education centers.

Good Labour Practices
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Pantaleón Foundation encourages projects on education,
health and envirtonmental issues that open sustainable
opportunities for people. As part of their projection to the
community, the Pantaleón Sugar Mill has made several
investments in the education of their worker’s children,
through Pantaleón Foundation who runs the educational
centers. These centers have received, in the past twentyfive years, more than 14,730 students.
Several generations of families have been benefitted
with education opportunities at the centers in the
department of Escuintla, Guatemala. One of the centers is
located at the Concepción Sugar Mill, where two hundred
students, beginning on the preschool level and go all
through high school.
The second center is in a modern building, where
preschool, elementary and high school grades teach five
hundred students. The building has large classrooms,
computer labs, a library, an art class, a cafeteria,
administrative offices, a teacher´s lounge, a storage room
and comfortable spaces for recreation and sports.

1.

The creation of a Child
Development Center that
tenders to children from 2 to
6 years of age, where early
stimulation, nutrition and
safety is given to them. This
is an opportunity to awaken
their interest in education
and prevents them from
going into child labor.

2.

The use of innovative
educational methodology
that awakens the desire in
children to study.

3.

Teaching and strengthening
of civic values through the
School Government project,
as a cross-cutting theme on
the training process.

4.

A Parent´s School; a
program created to
encourage parents to
participate in a support
system at home, and
motivate their children´s
education.

Principals, teachers and parents work as a team to reach
their goals and get the expected results in personal
development of the students, their families and the
community, which as an outcome brings national progress.
The teaching approach used, contributes to the rise in
school attendance, because it motivates children to stay in
school by getting prepared with excellence, finishing
elementary school and continuing with their studies.
The main actions Pantaleón has taken to combat and
promote eradication of child labour are focused on
strengthening the education of the children of employees
and is based on these pillars:

5.

The participation of parents
in school activities that raises
awareness on the
advantages of their children
of being involved in
education instead of
working.

Good Labour Practices
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This project has a yearly budget of US$1,186,841 to sustain the three educational centers Pantaleón
has in Guatemala and Nicaragua, all very well positioned because of their educational excellence
and acknowledged in the country and at different school competitions. Some are:
1.

Mayor for a day at the Municipality of Siquinalá.

2.

Second place at the national competition for child stories.

3.

First and second place in the AMCHAM inter-scholastic competition.

The educational centers of Pantaleón Foundation are called “visionary schools, builders of
citizenship”, because they emphasized on civil education by allowing the exercise of their civil rights
and duties. Each center has a permanent school government program with a government elected
democratically by students.
Children who are part of this school government promote programs with the participation of
students at three levels. Each program has a budget, designed and executed by the “cabinet
secretaries” with the support of the student community and teachers who advise each commission.
The work proposals come from the needs students find on each of the educational centers.
The effort on education that Pantaleón Foundation takes into account that:
•

The investment needs firm belief in its success. There is a clear challenge, and there is no
question that one of the main resources needed for development is the education of new
generations.

•

The purpose to build a project like this, is basically in the value of the education for these
communities and the responsibility of giving opportunity to the needy.

•

A new school model is expected to be developed where learning goes hand in hand with joy
and excitement, that the effort of companies and parents are valued, that resources are cared
for and valued as treasures to share with present and future generations.

•

That teachers, in their role as tutors, guide and help the education process, promote in their
students a friendly exchange and assertive communication, that looks to transform the
education experience into a space of participation and meaningful learning, based on models
of innovation.
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PALM-OIL
STORIES

palm-oil

Education is a Priority
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M.E.M.E. FOUNDATION
Mixed Rural Private School Finca Las Acacias

The MEME Foundation was created in the search of social welfare and humanitarian assistance,
through equal respect for all people, integrity and solidarity in the search of common good. For this,
the foundation seeks to contribute with the development and education of children in need. It has
awareness and training programs to promote conservation and sustainable management of natural
resources and the environment.
The Foundation works with boys and girls of the communities of Sipacate and La Gomera, in
Escuintla, Guatemala, and hopes to make a contribution in the life of these children, opening a path
of complete human dignity, molding good future citizens that have the capacity to discern and act
with maturity.
Good Labour Practices
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It is for this reason that Las Palmas industry through MEME Foundation has maintained since 1982
the Mixed Rural Private School Finca Las Acacias, a center that provides primary education that
benefits approximately 25 to 32 children for each school cycle. This school does not only support
their worker’s children, but also children from neighboring communities that are interested in finishing
their primary level of education.
Primary education is the main level of education in Guatemala, reason why it is of great value to
provide support for this level of education where knowledge is strengthened regarding literacy, basic
calculations and general notions of history and culture.
Currently, the education center has an annual work plan based on the national curriculum to comply
with the requirements of the Ministry of Education.
Good Labour Practices

The project has an annual cost of GTQ. 105,097.00 that covers the teacher’s salaries, bag of school
supplies for children enrolled at the beginning of the school year, school snack, as well as different
festivities and celebrations at the school, such as Valentines Day, Mother’s Day, national holidays and
Children’s Day, among others.

palm-oil

The support of the MEME Foundation goes further than the coordination of the school, because it
also supports other schools donating desks, trashcans and raising awareness on environmental issues.
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Calisthenics
and Plant
Hydration
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NaturAceites S.A.

During the process of collecting the palm-oil fruit, there are several steps that require important
physical effort, for example during the “V cut in the fruit”, to avoid the drying of the fruit cluster or
the collection of any kernel that may have fallen off. Both tasks require some strength and physical
ability to carefully accomplish the job. This is why, NaturAceites, S.A. identifies the priority of warming
and stretching the muscles of the employees before they begin their work day as part of taking care
of their health and wellbeing.
Good Labour Practices
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The hydration practices of employees in the field is another need well identified. There is a lot of
unawareness on the amount of hydration needed for a good health and prevent fatigue crises as well
as bodily discomforts. One of the main problems, was the constant consumption of carbonated
drinks as a source of hydration instead of drinking water.
Finally, and as part of the process of understanding not only the physical effort, but also the work
integrity required, it was identified that in many cases, employees weren´t well informed of the rights
and benefits they were entitled to as part of this company.
So then, to face the problem areas identified by NaturAceites, it was decided to implement a
calisthenics and hydration project, together with daily training sessions and field events. This way, the
work day begins with morning sessions for all field employees, given by the crew supervisor or corporal.
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For approximately twenty minutes, a list of
fifty subjects is discussed. Subjects allowed
to be discussed during these sessions, range
from employee and collaborator rights to
company values and how to use them in
everyday life, to the importance of education,
and values.
All this, is to guarantee that the employees
are completely informed on their rights and
that with all the subjects discussed in these
sessions they will continue to develop as
human beings while in constant training.
After the session, employees perform a
series of stretches and exercises to warm
the muscles and avoid any harm or injury.
The calisthenics helps prevent and diminish
muscle tension, helps with circulation and
allows the muscles to recover. Aside from
all this, a liquid serum is given to employees
to assure that the hydration process is ideal.
NaturAceites has invested in this project all
the resources within its reach to train
corporals and supervisors in the different
issues to be discussed during these morning
sessions, insisting on the importance,
relevance and pertinence of physical care.
Also, the training sessions for calisthenics
and good hydration include rigorous
processes of monitoring because the
effectiveness of these exercises rely precisely
on being constant on a daily routine and on
a systematization method.
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When the crosscutting project was
implemented in all NaturAceites agricultural
regions, a zero-accident record in the field
was achieved regarding injuries and muscular
wounds and there were no accidents related
with fatigue or dehydration.
Good Labour Practices
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Agri-environmental field
school, ECA (Spanish acronym)
REPSA
In 2012, Reforestadora de Palmas de El Petén, S.A. REPSA (Spanish acronym), company member of
the HAME Group, implemented in Sayaxché, Petén, the Agri-environmental field school, ECA. The
school was born as part of a contribution to the community to overcome the exclusion, particularly
of women, young adults and leaders. Sayaxche is a geographical zone abandoned by governmental
institutions, and here, education opportunities are practically non-existent for its residents. And so, the
school was proposed as one important opportunity to strengthen education and to build skills based
on the social and cultural needs of the area, a q´eqchi´ community. The objective is to promote
sustainable development with culturally and linguistically relevance for the families of REPSA
employees, people who live in the area and other important groups.
Good Labour Practices
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The Agri-environmental field school is a leading training learning center, with techniques and human
quality, that is looking to strengthen the skills and abilities of all the members of the community,
through the concept of “learning-by-doing”, in which promotors, young people and leaders, are the
key players in the learning process , by using good practices in their homes and in the community,
which will later be shared with other groups and families close to their homes and communities.
ECA is looking to strengthen the skills related to the use of good practices in the agricultural,
environmental and social economical fields and also, of improving access and availability of food
supplies. This way, families are empowered and assume responsibilities of their own developmental
processes and then become themselves enablers. The school also promotes gender equality,
transparency, team work, environmental care and respect for human rights.
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The families are the key players in this project, they are
responsible of their own development and enable the learning of
other groups and families. The exchange between communities
facilitates practices in the fields, by the donation and exchange of
seeds, and a feeding cycle based on the products grown on their
own gardens, and so the use of local resources is promoted,
depending less on external resources by consuming what is grown
locally and allowing community development. This methodology,
because it is easy to use and it is designed upon local needs, has
great potential of socialization and replication.
During the last five years, the Agri-environmental field school has
prepared students, professionals, leaders and teachers through
many courses, such as the Educational Expertise in Leadership
Course, and the construction of Learning Communities which was
given to teachers in the area, the course given by ADP called 360
Degree Young, and the course for teachers and students in high
school called Adapting Tropical Crops to Climate Changes, which
was given in coordination with the Syaxché Municipality and the
Ministry of Agriculture, to more than two hundred and eighty
students in freshman and sophomore years in the regions of La
Ceiba, El Pato y Santa Isabel and the communities of Chisec and
Raxruha in Alta Verapaz.
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In this five-year period, ECA has trained hundreds of men,
women and young adults in more than thirty-two communities in
the micro regions of La Ceiba y el Pato, Santa Isabel de Sayaxché
and in the communities of of Chisec and Raxruhá in Alta Verapaz,
in the specialties of masonry, rope winching, bottling of pineapple,
sweet potato, papaya and other fruits, charcuterie and auto
mechanics. Also, more than five hundred employee wives´ have
been trained in agricultural production and livestock processes, the
production of family orchards and adapting them to climate
changes, among other relevant and current topics for the
communities.
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broccoli

Integral Social
Responsibility
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Alimentos Sumar
Alimentos Sumar is a company that processes frozen fruits and vegetables, highly commited with the quality and safety of all foods, complying with all norms, regulations and environmental requirements through the innovation and the improvement of its handling processes. Their fundamental focal points:
•
•
•
•

responsibility
food quality and safety
employee participation and development
respect and teamwork
Good Labour Practices
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Alimentos Sumar has a very thorough social responsibility program and
its commitment turns into actions for a better quality of life for its employees and people in the community of El Tejar, Chimaltenango. This program includes multilateral efforts such as:
•Donation of fruits and vegetables to entities that help children and elderly people (2006).
•Literacy programs for employees and neighboring communities (2006).
•Health promotion through health and dental programs; gynecological
exams, glucose and cholesterol exams (2006)
•Access to special education programs for children and teenagers in the
community, soccer and musical programs, English programs (beginners,
intermediate and advanced levels), with the support of INTECAP (2011).
•Training program to develop and awake in each worker the desire to excel and affection for a healthy coexistence (2011).
•Building houses for low-income families (2012).
•Donation of food, clothing and medicines to hospitals and nursing homes (2014).
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This broad coverage is a result of the desire to make their main focal
points operative, to contribute for a better quality of life of its employees
and to actively participate in the community, especially with children and
young adults.
The CSR program has had great impact both within and outside of the
company, since it has motivated employees to become involved in activities in the community, learning solidarity and thus, gaining a sense of belonging. Employees assure that: “Throughout the years, dealing with other
workmates for whom we have built houses, watching children attend their
English and music courses, playing a soccer match, sharing with kids and
the elderly a meal or delivering medicine, with these activities we have learned that what we all want is to live better and all that is needed is to be given an opportunity”.

Good Labour Practices
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As any other CSR project, challenges are faced constantly. The new phase of the project includes
the building and equipping of classrooms, the purchase of computers for the virtual library and the
purchase of musical instruments for children of limited resources. This translates into an increase
in the annual budget of GTQ100,000, which have been invested as follows:
•
•

teacher salaries 75%
other activities 25%

ConstruCasa (Building Houses)
This is the housing project that works together with a Guatemalan NGO, in benefit of employees.
ConstruCasa pays for 50% of the house and Alimentos Sumar grants long-term loans to employees
to pay for other part of the house. Without this help, it would be very difficult for employees to
have a decent house. In 2016, fifteen houses have been built and it is projected that five houses
will be built annually beginning in 2017.

Programs for children
The objective is to make a positive impact in the areas of Chimaltenango and Guatemala through
various training projects. One of these programs is of kid’s soccer, which began in 2011. Originally,
it was intended only for the children of employees, but it has expanded rapidly throughout the community. Within the program each year, championships are coordinated, and coaches and teams of
more than one hundred children, between the ages of 8 and 18 are sponsored.
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Another program with great benefits for the community is the music program, focused on
bringing free guitar, violin, and singing lessons to the children of employees. Alimentos Sumar
sponsors the instruments, teachers and provides a classroom for the 20 students currently enrolled in this program.
English lessons for basic, intermediate and advanced levels are also provided, and benefits 90
children among the ages of 6 and 17 years old.

Educational field trips and other activities
Among other activities offered to employees are field trips to other companies. Children have
the opportunity in this trips to learn about other industries. Also, recreational field trips are organized

Good Labour Practices

The help given goes beyond Sumar´s borders and employees, and that is why
visits to hospitals and retirement homes are programmed to bring aid and provide
amusement. This is how visits to Hospital of Antigua Guatemala and the retirement home "Cabecitas de Algodón" have been visited.
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Also, International Children´s Day is celebrated with a small party and a piñata for all
the family members. An annual barbecue is sponsored for employees, and children organize a talent show for the parents and other Sumar family members to see.

Literacy programs
Focusing on personal development and self-improvement, education opportunities
are offered for elementary levels for both teenagers and adults. Currently all employees
and two other communities are being helped:
• Santo Domingo, El Tejar, Chimaltenango
• San Felipe de Jesús, Antigua Guatemala.

Medical services
Employees have access to free medical assistance. Medical visits can be as often as
three times per week and a 24-hour nurse service is available. Medicine is also free.
Furthermore, special medical attention is also scheduled:
111
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

gynecology
vaccination
ophthalmology
dental services
pap smear examinations
blood sugar exams
prostate exams

Alimentos Sumar has a CSR manual, which defines the management methods
through which norms and politics have been implemented to develop established
practices, according on the individual needs of focus groups (employees, shareholders, clients and local community). To have the program completely documented
makes this a project easy to replicate.
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Eating well,
better living
113

Alimentos Rayo de Luz, S.A.
This company dedicated to export frozen fruits and vegetables, as part of its CSR, has a social
program named Eating well, Better Living. As part of their social program they help their employees
with a better dietary health, by providing meals, based on a well-balanced diet. This project
contributes to lower malnutrition in the areas of Bola de Oro, Itzapa; Parramos and Pacoc, in the
Department of Chimaltenango, where most of their employees live.
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Beginning on 2012, the decision to provide meals at a low cost was taken, these meals would take
place at the facilities. A large cafeteria was built, with a clean and pleasant environment, where hot
meals are served, based on nutritious menus, following hygiene standards and guaranteeing food
safety. Meals include rice, meats vegetables, eggs, pastas, bread, tortillas, natural beverages,
desserts and atole (drink made of ground maize).
Part of the process includes tasting, and the relation between taste and nutrition. Personnel in
charge of the kitchen, change and innovate, to continually improve the service and food in the
cafeteria, taking into consideration the suggestions of the employees so everyone is satisfied with
the menu.
The results of this project are healthier and happier employees and at the same time, the company
sees higher efficiency and effectiveness in their work activities.
Alimentos Rayo de Luz, S.A. covers most of the food costs, which guarantees a nutritious diet at
a low cost for the employees.
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Healthy and satisfied workers, large and clean environments where crossed contamination can
be avoided, accepted suggestions for changes in the menus and food professionals, is what makes
this a relevant project for the team.
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This project was implemented to strengthen the team´s health, organize a feeding schedule and
provide a good diet for many communities throughout time.

The result is better health for the employees and fewer visits to the doctor caused by stomach
problems. The program provides food for all employees who are part of our community, serving
approximately 235 thousand plates per year.
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Feeding the Young
Agroindustria Legumex S.A.
Healthy nutrition is one of the most important challenges for employees of Agroindustria
Legumex, S.A., their families and communities in the Department of Chimaltenango, because it was
found, that many parents, to help themselves with the household spending, they send their children
to schools where meals are provided for students (breakfast, snack and/or lunch).
This is why, Agroindustria Legumex, S.A. began a project where they donate fruits and vegetables
to educational institutions, mostly non-governmental, and non-profit, to support nutritious and
healthy diets for children. The fruit donations are often pineapple, papaya, mango, melon,
watermelon, and vegetables donated are mostly broccoli, cauliflower, bell peppers, carrots and
squash. These donations are given throughout the whole school year.
The project to improve child nutrition covers part of the areas in Antigua Guatemala, Tecpán,
Chimaltenango and Jocotenango, where the job is carried out through strategic alliances with
various organizations. Legumex, S.A. also collaborates with special medical visits for employees,
which creates support and collaboration with the company.
Good Labour Practices
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The alliances are developed through an internal verification process in each of the institutions to
know about the project and its objectives, and the contributions are distributed as follows:
In Antigua Guatemala, through a non-government organization meals are distributed to children
during their snack and lunch times, through a nutrition center and a small school where they keep
a record of every child and their nutritional needs.
In Tecpán, the work is done through a school project of more than 120 students of different ages.
The main contributions are given during breakfast and snack times with fruits and vegetables
become a delight for the little ones.
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In Chimaltenango, Legumex, S.A. supports
two orphanages; one of them has more
than one hundred children from different
ages and they also have a school for
children of limited resources. In this school,
children only had access to drinking water
during lunch and dinnertime; however, with
the fruits provided, they can now prepare
refreshments and shakes. In both places,
children are doing better in their overall
school performances.
Finally, in Jocotenango, an educational
project that supports more than four
hundred children, is being benefitted with
these donations. This institution brings
breakfast, snacks and lunches for children
and teenagers. There are four hundred
children and it is an great achievement to
see an improvement in weight and height,
as well as in their school performances.
The investment made by Legumex, S.A.
goes further beyond the quantification of
their donations; the true gain is in the
support given to these institutions, in the
improvement of the health of the children,
to see their weight and height increase, in
making their quality of lives better. Now
they can have balanced nutritious meals.
Another very important contribution of
this project is that in the communities
where it has been implemented, they have
learned of the importance of a healthy
balanced diet with fruits and vegetables, to
have a good life and a better performance
in school. Also, that with good eating habits
it is possible to raise awareness on the
importance of health and its impact on
human development.
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